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Abstract

Deep learning models for semantic segmentation rely on
expensive, large-scale, manually annotated datasets. La-
belling is a tedious process that can take hours per image.
Automatically annotating video sequences by propagating
sparsely labeled frames through time is a more scalable alter-
native. In this work, we propose a novel label propagation
method, termed Warp-Refine Propagation, that combines
semantic cues with geometric cues to efficiently auto-label
videos. Our method learns to refine geometrically-warped la-
bels and infuse them with learned semantic priors in a semi-
supervised setting by leveraging cycle-consistency across
time. We quantitatively show that our method improves
label-propagation by a noteworthy margin of 13.1 mIoU
on the ApolloScape dataset. Furthermore, by training with
the auto-labelled frames, we achieve competitive results
on three semantic-segmentation benchmarks, improving the
state-of-the-art by a large margin of 1.8 and 3.61 mIoU on
NYU-V2 and KITTI, while matching the current best results
on Cityscapes.

1. Introduction
Semantic segmentation, i.e. assigning a semantic class to

each pixel in an input image, is an integral task in understand-
ing shapes, geometry, and interaction of components from
images. The field has enjoyed revolutionary improvements
thanks to deep learning [20, 51, 34]. However, obtaining a
large-scale dataset with pixel-level annotations is particularly
expensive: for example, labeling takes 1.5 hours on average
per image in the Cityscapes dataset [11]. Despite the re-
cent introduction of datasets that are significantly larger than
their predecessors [11, 41, 10, 28], scarcity of labeled data
remains a bottleneck when compared to other recognition
tasks in computer vision [33, 40, 22].

In the common scenario where data is provided as videos
with labels for sparsely subsampled frames, a prominent way
to tackle data scarcity is label propagation (LP), which auto-
matically annotates additional video frames by propagating
labels through time [53, 3]. This intuitive idea to leverage
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Figure 1: Quantitative comparison of different auto-labelling meth-
ods for multiple propagation lengths using ApolloScape [41] frame-
wise ground-truth. We compare our propagation methods, warp-
refine and warp-inpaint, to prior-arts semantic-only and motion-
only propagation, and show that warp-refine is vastly superior to
other auto-labeling approaches, especially for large time-steps.

motion-cues via temporal consistency in videos has been
widely explored, using estimated motion [2, 12, 26], patch
matching [3, 4], or predicting video frames [54]. However,
as discussed in Zhu et al. [54], estimating dense motion fields
across long periods of time remains notoriously difficult. Fur-
ther, these methods are often sensitive to hyperparameters
(e.g. patch size), cannot handle de-occlusion, or require
highly accurate optical flow, thus limiting their applicability.

Another promising approach for obtaining large-scale an-
notation in semi-supervised settings is self-training (ST), in
which a teacher model, trained to capture semantic cues, is
used to generate additional annotations on unlabeled images
[18, 19, 56, 55]. While there have been significant improve-
ments in ST, various challenges still remain in controlling
noise in pseudo-labels, such as heuristic decisions on confi-
dence thresholds [35], class imbalance in pseudo-labels [13],
inaccurate predictions for small segments, and misalignment
of category definition between source and target domain.

To mitigate the drawbacks of LP and ST, we propose
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Figure 2: Accuracy of propagated labels. We visually compare the proposed warp-refine propagation (top-center) with the motion-only
model (bottom-left), the semantic-only model (bottom-right), and the ground-truth annotation (bottom-center). The motion-only model (i)
fails to correctly classify the new regions introduced in the target frame , and (ii) often suffers from drifting . In contrast, the semantic-only
model (iii) tends to fail for far-away segments, and (iv) cannot handle misaligned class definitions between the teacher and the student model
(e.g. ignore label) . Our method effectively combines the strengths of both of these approaches to overcome their respective limitations. For
details of motion-only and semantic-only models, see Section 4.4.

Warp-Refine Propagation (referred to as warp-refine), a
novel method to automatically generate dense pixel-level
labels for raw video frames. Our method is built on two key
insights: (i) By combining motion cues with semantic cues,
we can overcome the respective limitations of LP and ST,
and (ii) By leveraging cycle-consistency across time, we can
learn to combine these two complementary cues in a semi-
supervised setting without sequentially-annotated videos.

Specifically, our method first constructs an initial esti-
mate by directly combining labels generated via motion cues
and semantic cues. This initial estimate, containing erro-
neous conflict resolution and faulty merges, is then rectified
by a separate refinement network. The refinement network
is trained in a semi-supervised setting via a novel cycle-
consistency loss. This loss compares the ground-truth labels
with their cyclically propagated version created by propagat-
ing the labels forward-and-backward through time in a cyclic
loop (t → t+ k → t). Our loss is built on the observation
that as our auto-labeling method is bi-directional, it can be
used to generate different versions of each annotated frame.
Once this network is trained, it is used to correct errors
caused by propagation of variable length. In Fig. 2 we show
a qualitative comparison of our method against prior-arts,
demonstrating drastic improvements in label quality.

With quantitative analysis on a large scale autonomous
driving datasets (ApolloScape [41]), we concretely establish
the superior accuracy of our method against previous state-of-

the-art auto-labeling methods. Such an analysis of different
methods has been starkly missing from prior works [54,
35, 26]. As shown in Fig. 1, we observe that warp-refine
accurately propagates labels for significantly longer time
intervals, with a notable average 13.1 mIoU improvement
on ApolloScape compared to previous work. Further, it
accurately labels rare-classes such as ‘Bicycle’ and thin-
structures such as ‘Poles’ (cf. Section 4.3). As a result, by
training single-frame semantic segmentation models with
the additional data labeled by our method, we achieve state-
of-the-art performance on KITTI [1], NYU-V2 [27] and
Cityscapes [11] benchmarks (cf. Section 4.5).

In summary, our main contributions are: 1) A novel algo-
rithm, termed Warp-Refine Propagation, that produces sig-
nificantly more accurate pseudo-labels, especially for frames
distant in time; 2) A novel loss function, based on the cycle-
consistency of learned transformations, to train our method
in a semi-supervised setting; and 3) A quantitative analysis
on the quality and utility of different auto-labeling methods
on multiple diverse datasets. To the best of our knowledge,
our work is the first to utilize both semantic and geometric
understanding for the task of video auto-labeling.

2. Related Work

Self-training (ST). The approach of applying a mature
teacher networks to unlabeled images and using the predicted
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Figure 3: Our proposed warp-refine propagation consists of three steps: (a) warp uses dense optical flow estimation to remap ground-truth
labels onto target images; (b) inpaint blends the results of (a) with predictions of a strong semantic segmentation model; (c) refine applies
the learned refinement network on the results of (b).

labels to supervise student networks has received increasing
attention. Xie et al. [45] introduces a framework for ST for
controlling noise in pseudo-labels to exceed the teacher net-
work. Chen et al. [9] extend it for semantic segmentation. Re-
cently, ST has proved to be effective on unsupervised domain
adaptation (UDA) [56, 24, 55, 6], where the goal is to learn
a domain invariant representation to address the sim-to-real
gap. The advances in ST are mainly driven by improvements
in model architectures and loss definitions used in training
the teacher and student networks [20, 14, 7, 8, 51, 34], fea-
ture alignment between source and target domain [6, 52, 18],
and decision process of which predictions are used as pseudo-
labels [39, 56, 24, 55]. Our approach can be seen as further
improving ST by 1) additionally using motion cues to propa-
gate ground-truth labels across long intervals in time and 2)
correcting the combined errors from the two sources using
learnable components.
Label propagation (LP). The goal of LP is to transfer
ground-truth pixel labels from adjacent frames using dense
pixel-level matching [26, 4, 2, 54]. Given the advance in
CNN-based optical flow algorithms, various methods us-
ing strong geometric cues to propagate labels have been
proposed, e.g. using video prediction [54] and flow-based
voting [23]. The key criteria for success in LP is the dis-
tance in time through which one can accurately propagate
ground-truth labels. It is a vital aspect, as the pseudo-labels
need to contain novel learning signals with respect to the
annotated source frames. A common failure of flow-based
methods is error propagation; mistakes made on earlier steps
persist and get amplified in later steps (i.e. drifting). Here,
our method can be seen as improving LP by using a high-
capacity semantic segmentation model to re-initialize the
labels to prevent error accumulation.
Semantic and geometric cues. Methods combining seman-
tic and geometric cues have been proposed in the past for
other tasks such as future-frame prediction [21] and video-
segmentation[12, 38, 30]. Our chief distinction is the propa-
gation of ground-truth labels, not feature representation or
predicted labels, for usage in a self-training framework. In

Sec. 4.4, we provide quantitative analysis and report that
our method is successful in propagating ground-truth labels
accurately across long intervals of time.

Cycle-consistency. The concept of cycle-consistency has
been previously utilized for learning object embeddings [44],
one-shot semantic segmentation [42] and video interpo-
lation [32]. Our work is inspired by work using cycle-
consistency for learning a robust tracker [44]. However,
we differ in that we address the noisy nature of our track-
ing/geometric modelling method itself.

3. Warp-Refine Propagation
We first present the notation used throughout our paper.

This is followed by the description of two recursive algo-
rithms for propagating dense pixel labels, followed by the
proposed method to train the denoising models by leveraging
cyclic consistency.

3.1. Notation

Given a labeled video frame (It, Lt) and its adjacent raw
frame It+k′ , we aim to create approximated labels L̂t+k′
for 1 ≤ k

′ ≤ K. To this end, we introduce two greedy
propagation algorithms. They are greedy in that the optimal
solution for L̂t+k′ , namely L̂∗

t+k′ , is obtained by applying
a recursive propagation step to the (approximately optimal)
solution for the previous frame, L̂∗

t+k′−1
:1

L̂∗
k = Ψ(L̂∗

k−1, Ik−1) , t+ 1 ≤ k ≤ t+K , (1)

L̂∗
t = Lt . (2)

We introduce two algorithms, warp-inpaint and warp-
refine, that grow in complexity of Ψ. Notably, the approach
of Zhu et al. [54] can be included in this framework, when
only video-prediction algorithm [31] based motion vectors
are used for defining Ψ.

1To avoid clutter in subscripts, we define k := t+ k
′
.
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3.2. Warp-Inpaint

As commonly observed in online visual tracking [15],
when Ψ relies purely on motion cues, the propagated labels
are susceptible to propagation error (i.e. drifting) [54]. In ad-
dition, the pixels of new scene elements cannot be explained
by labels in previous frames (e.g. cars entering the field of
view). One way to address this is to re-initialize the semantic
labels using a strong semantic segmentation model.

We therefore allow each pixel in L̂∗
k to be derived ei-

ther from motion cues encoded in the (Ik−1, Ik) pair or
from semantic cues computed solely from Ik. Formally, we
compute a version of L̂k, namely L̂mk , by remapping L̂∗

k−1

using a transformation φk−1,k learned to warp Ik−1 onto Ik.
We then blend L̂mk with another version of L̂k, namely L̂sk,
which are semantic labels obtained by applying a pretrained
semantic segmentation model gψ on Ik:

L̂mk = φk−1,k(L̂∗
k−1) , (3)

L̂sk = gψ(Ik) , (4)

L̂∗
k = M � L̂mk + (1−M)� L̂sk , (5)

where � denotes pixel-wise multiplication. The (x, y) value
of the binary mixing coefficients M represents whether we
trust the the estimated motion vector at the position (x, y),
compared with the semantic label computed by gψ. We
determine M by measuring the Euclidean distance of pixel
values between Ik and φk−1,k(Ik−1):

M(x, y) = I(‖Ik(x, y)− φk−1,k(It)(x, y)‖2 < τ) , (6)

where I(·) is the indicator function. The motion vectors are
obtained by applying a pretrained motion estimation model,
fθ, to neighboring image pairs: φk−1,k = fθ(Ik−1, Ik). We
let ΨW denote the entire propagation process (3) - (5), and
L̂Wk denote the resulting pseudo-labels at the k-th frame:

L̂Wk = ΨW (L̂Wk−1, Ik−1) . (7)

3.3. Warp-Refine

With L̂Wk , we obtain an initial fusion of geometric and
semantic cues. This estimate is however still subject to
artifacts from imperfect motion estimation and semantic
segmentation models (fθ and gψ). We therefore extend the
recursive step to refine L̂Wk by applying a de-noising network
Ωλ that aims to remove these artifacts:

L̂∗
k = Ωλ(L̂Wk ) . (8)

Note that the goal of Ωλ is to mitigate particular types of
errors caused by the propagation steps of ΨW , specifically
by fθ, gψ , and the choice of τ , and in effect properly merge
the semantic and geometric cues. The extended propagation
process and generated pseudo-labels are denoted by ΨR and
L̂Rk , respectively: L̂Rk = ΨR(L̂Rk−1, Ik−1).

Figure 4: For training the refinement network, we generate cycli-
cally propagated labels by applying forward-backward propagation
on annotated frame using warp-inpaint transformation, and com-
pare them with the ground-truth labels.

Fig 3 summarizes the three steps for our proposed propa-
gation method. In Sec. 4, we quantitatively and qualitatively
show that L̂Wk as well as L̂Rk are more accurate with respect
to their ground truth labels for various k, and further that
the generated labels are useful for improving single-frame
semantic segmentation models.

3.4. Learning

There are three sets of learnable parameters in warp-
refine; in the motion estimation model fθ, in the semantic
segmentation model gψ, and in the de-noising model Ωλ.
We use a constant pretrained motion estimation model [31]
and semantic segmentation model [35, 48] for fθ and gψ,
respectively, and use a fixed value for τ . Here we describe
how to train Ωλ.

Cycle-consistency. Training a de-noising model in a
fully-supervised setting typically requires a large dataset of
noisy-clean pairs [16], which in our case is (L̂Rk , Lk). To
address the lack of Lk in our semi-supervised setting, we
leverage the cycle-consistency inherent in our propagation
mechanism. The cyclic propagation consists of two stages:

1. forward: we execute propagation steps of ΨW (i.e.
Eq. 3 - Eq. 5) l times to obtain L̂Wl .

2. backward: we execute l steps of inverted propagation
of ΨW to obtain a cyclically propagated variant of Lt,
namely L̂◦

t .

The inverted propagation step is similar to ΨW , but executed
in a reverse order:

L̂mk−1 = φk,k−1(L̂∗
k) , (9)

L̂sk−1 = gψ(Ik−1) , (10)

L̂∗
k−1 = M � L̂mk−1 + (1−M)� L̂sk−1 , (11)
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where L̂∗
k is set to the result of the forward stage, L̂Wl , and

motion vectors are computed in backward:

φk,k−1 = fθ(Ik, Ik−1) . (12)

The cycle-consistency loss is computed by comparing the
annotated labels Lt and its cyclically warped counterpart L̂◦

t

with de-noising applied: L(Lt,Ωλ(L◦
t )). This is optimized

via standard gradient-based methods during training.
Notably, the backward steps, and therefore the entire

forward-backward process, chains the same set of transfor-
mations used in ΨW (i.e. fθ, gψ and the blending strategy).
Therefore, the de-noising network trained with this cycle-
consistency loss is expected to correct the errors in pseudo-
labels generated by variable length of the ΨW , which is
the goal of Ωλ. In practice, we use varying l in training
to maximize this generalizability. Fig. 4 presents a visual
summary of our approach for learning label refinement via
cycle-consistency of labels.

4. Experiments

4.1. Datasets
We present quantitative and qualitative experiments on

four semantic segmentation benchmarks:
NYU. The NYU-Depth V2 dataset [27] consists of 1449
densely labeled images split into 795 training images and
654 testing images, which are randomly sampled from video
sequences. Due to the high fps (20-30 fps) and slow camera
movement, we sub-sample the video at 2fps and create se-
quences of variable lengths of up to 21 frames around the
labeled frame, yielding 9786 frames for label propagation.
KITTI. The KITTI Vision Benchmark Suite [1] consists of
200 training and 200 test images with pixel-level annotation.
For each of the training images, we use sequential frames
(±10) from the scene-flow subset for label propagation.
Cityscapes. The Cityscapes dataset [11] is split into a train,
validation, and test set with 2975, 500, and 1525 images,
respectively. For each training image, we use the ±10 unla-
beled neighboring frames provided as part of the dataset.
ApolloScape. The ApolloScape dataset [41] contains pixel-
level annotations for sequentially recorded images, divided
as 40960 training, and 8327 validation images, allowing eval-
uation of the accuracy of the propagated labels. We create
continuous partitions of 21 frames, and use the central frame
as a training data-point, and the adjacent frames (±10) for la-
bel propagation. This yields a train-subset of size containing
2005 and a label-propagation subset of 38095 images.

4.2. Implementation Details
Our approach consists of three components: a motion-

estimation network fθ, the semantic segmentation model gψ ,
and a de-noising network Ωλ. Following Zhu et al. [54], for
the motion-estimation network fθ, we use video-prediction

model based on SDC-net [31]. For our task, video predic-
tion performed better than warping with optical-flow [36]
(cf. supplementary). For segmentation model gψ, we adopt
the architecture (MSA-HrNet-OCR) and training protocols
outlined in Tao et al. [35]. Finally for Ωλ, we use a pix2pix-
style network [43, 29]. First, an encoder takes the warp-
inpainted labels as the input. The encoding formed is then
concatenated with OCR features [48] from gψ, and passed
through a decoder. For robust refinement, we perform cycle-
consistency training with the range of propagation sampled
till ±6. Note that the labels (Lt/LWt /L◦

t ) are utilized as
one-hot vectors.
Single-frame semantic segmentation. For training single
frame semantic segmentation networks with the auto-labeled
data, we use the same architecture and training protocol as
followed for gψ, with one important modification: indepen-
dent of the amount of data generated by auto-labeling, we
use a fixed epoch size (thrice the dataset size). This ensures
that we do not under-train the baseline model (cf. supplemen-
tary). When training with the propagated data, we sample
70% of the epoch from the propagated data, and 30% from
the manually annotated data. Unless specified otherwise, we
sample additional data at time-frames {t±n|n ∈ [2, 4, 6, 8]}
(similar to [26]). We refer to the model trained with no ad-
ditional data as the baseline model.
Auto-labeling baselines. We compare our methods warp-
inpaint (ΨW , cf. section 3.2) and warp-refine (ΨR, cf. sec-
tion 3.3) against existing auto-labeling techniques. We use
the method proposed by Zhu et al. [54], which uses only fθ
to generate the labels, and refer to this method as motion-only
labeling. When using these labels, we use joint image-label
propagation as recommended by [54]. Similarly, we also use
the method proposed by Tao et al. [35], which generates la-
bels using only gψ , and refer to this method as semantic-only
labeling. For semantic-only labeling, we use the best perfong
architecture (MSA-HRNet-OCR, trained on the manually
annotated images), and use only the pixels with > 0.9 confi-
dence, as recommended in [35].

4.3. Quality of Propagated Labels

We first provide extensive analysis of the our auto-
labeling methods: warp-inpaint and warp-refine, and exist-
ing techniques motion-only and semantic-only. We evaluate
the labels generated by these methods against the ground-
truth labels provided in the ApolloScape dataset [41]. We
focus on two crucial aspects: (1) long-range propagation,
and (2) labeling of hard classes.

First, we compare the different auto-labeling methods
across various propagation lengths. Fig. 1 reports the mean
Intersection over Union (mIoU) between propagated labels
and ground-truth labels, given various propagation methods
and propagation lengths. We note that the motion-only and
the semantic-only models show a clear trade-off with respect
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Figure 5: Comparison of propagated labels for difficult classes in
ApolloScape [41] averaged across all time-steps. Our method warp-
refine (ΨR) is able to perform well for classes with thin-structures
such as ‘Pole’. Further, our method leverages motion-cues when
semantic-cues fail, as seen for ‘Ignore’ and ‘Building’ class.

to the propagation length: motion-only model produces more
accurate labels over shorter ranges, while semantic-only
model over longer ranges. Further, when propagating with-
out refinement (i.e. warp-inpaint), the accuracy degrades
for longer propagation lengths, even dropping below the
semantic-only labeling. Finally, propagating with refinement
(i.e. warp-refine) produces significantly cleaner labels than
the others. Due to the refinement module, our method retains
its accuracy even at large time-steps, attaining a large margin
of 11.35 mIoU over the closest competing method at t± 10.

Next, we quantify the IoU of difficult classes and the
overall mIoU across all propagation lengths in Fig. 5. No-
tably, both prior methods for auto-labeling fail on thin struc-
tures such as ‘Poles’ - motion-only causes over-labeling due
to drifting, while semantic-only causes under-labeling due
to low-confidence predictions (such regions are frequently
masked out). Further, we note that semantic-only labeling
severely fails at estimating the ‘Ignore’ class, in contrast to
motion-only labeling which yields accurate estimates. As
the ‘Ignore’ class consists of widely varying objects, it is dif-
ficult to model it as a semantic class (typically ‘Ignore’ class
includes regions labeled as ‘Others’ and ‘Unlabeled’; i.e. la-
bels which do not have any semantic definition). Therefore,
following the recommended protocol [35], for semantic-only
labeling we estimate ‘Ignore’ regions via probability thresh-
olding [35] (cf. Sec. 4.2). Despite the careful selection
of this threshold parameter, semantic-only labeling fails to
accurately label the ‘Ignore’ class. Our methods (warp-
inpaint, and warp-refine) effectively combine motion-cues
with semantic-cues, thus overcoming this drawback, and
properly estimate the ‘Ignore’ class. Overall, our method
again yields an impressive margin of 13.12 mIoU over the
closest prior-art (averaged across all propagation lengths).

Finally, we also present qualitative results in Fig. 6, noting
that our propagated labels do not suffer from error propaga-
tion compared to motion-only, while achieving higher accu-
racy on the rare classes (e.g. bikes) compared to semantic-

Figure 6: Qualitative comparison: We compare our method warp-
refine against other auto-labeling methods on ApolloScape [41]. As
our method combines semantic and motion cues, mistakes in one
(e.g., caused by rare class, or new scene elements) are corrected by
the other, leading to superior results.

only. Fig. 7 also presents a failure case for our method,
caused due to the concurrent failure of both semantic and
motion cues for the ‘Rider’.

4.4. Utility of Propagated Labels

We now demonstrate that the significant improvements in
auto-labeling directly translate to superior performance for
single-frame semantic segmentation models trained with our
generated data. We perform our experiments on NYU-V2,
ApolloScape and Cityscapes. Following Zhu et al. [54], for
each experiment, we perform three runs and report the mean
(µ(mIoU)) and sample standard deviation (σ(mIoU)). Our
analysis is summarised in Table 1.
NYU-V2 & ApolloScape. Training with warp-refine labels
consistently yields better results. On NYU-V2, our labels
yield an average improvement of 1.54 mIoU, compared to
only 0.35 mIoU for the semantic-only labeling method. Sim-
ilarly, on ApolloScape, warp-refine labels increase perfor-
mance by 1.11 mIoU, whereas the closest auto-labeling base-
line (semantic-only) yields a benefit of only 0.47. Finally,
we note that training with motion-only labels consistently
leads to a drop in performance.

Since ApolloScape contains the ground-truth annotation
of the all the provided images, we also provide evaluation
using the ground-truth labels instead of the labels generated
via auto-labeling. This acts as an oracle propagation model,
and we treat it as an empirical upper-bound on the benefits
from label propagation. Using the ground-truth instead of
propagated labels (at (t ± {2, 4, 6, 8})) yeilds a benefit of
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Table 1: We analyse the performance of semantic-segmentation models trained with auto-labelled data. Across the three datasets, we
observe that warp-refine labels consistently induce larger improvements than labels from other methods. The results for semantic-only,
warp-inpaint and warp-refine are computed by sampling auto-labelled frames at time steps (t± {2, 4, 6, 8}). Following Zhu et al. [54],
for motion-only, we only sample frames at time steps (t± 2). We report the average performance (µ(mIoU)), sample standard deviation
(σ(mIoU)) and average improvement over baseline (∆(mIoU)) by performing three runs of each experiment.

Dataset NYU-V2 [27] ApolloScape [41] Cityscapes val-split [11]
µ(mIoU) σ(mIoU) ∆(mIoU) µ(mIoU) σ(mIoU) ∆(mIoU) µ(mIoU) σ(mIoU) ∆(mIoU)

Baseline 50.58 0.25 - 72.63 0.09 - 83.35 0.10 -
motion-only 50.38 0.13 −0.20 72.57 0.15 −0.16 83.01 0.13 −0.34
semantic-only 50.93 0.17 +0.35 73.10 0.14 +0.47 83.91 0.04 +0.56

warp-inpaint 51.28 0.19 +0.70 72.97 0.22 +0.34 - - -
warp-refine 52.12 0.13 +1.54 73.74 0.12 +1.11 84.07 0.08 +0.71

Oracle (GT) - - - 75.36 0.07 +2.73 - - -

Figure 7: Qualitative comparison: We show a failure case for our
method warp-refine on Cityscapes [11]. Our method can fail when
both semantic and motion cues fail (e.g. ‘Rider’ is mislabeled).

2.73 mIoU. Notably, training with warp-refine labels attains
about 40% of this empirical upper-bound.
Cityscapes-val. While warp-refine labels yields perfor-
mance superior to prior methods, we notice that the
gap between semantic-only and warp-refine is smaller on
Cityscapes (while still being statistically significant). It
is likely due to performance saturation: across the three
datasets, we observe that as the performance of the base-
line model increase, (1) the utility of semantic-only labels
increases (as they are more accurate), and (2) the utility of
warp-refine labels decreases (as labels in adjacent images
become less useful). Despite this drawback, warp-refine
labels are still significantly more effective than the prior arts.
Labeling additional data via a teacher model has been re-
cently used in many self-training approaches [45, 9]. Our
work shows that using geometric cues can further improve
the labels, leading to increased performance.
Propagating over longer time-horizons. The efficacy of
the propagated labels depends on the how far the ground-
truth labels can be accurately propagated. This is critical as

Figure 8: We evaluate the performance of semantic-segmentation
model trained with auto-labeled frames sampled in different time-
intervals. Due to the accumulation of errors in motion-only labels,
performance drops as we sample frames further away. In contrast,
warp-refine labels are especially useful at larger time-steps (±10).
This ablation is performed on the NYU-V2 dataset [27].

there is little information gain in the immediate neighbors
of an annotated frame. In Figure 8, we observe that train-
ing semantic segmentation models with warp-refine labels
sampled from long time ranges yields a large benefit. This
demonstrates that the ability of warp-refine to accurately
propagate labels onto remote frames is critical for effectively
improving semantic-segmentation models. Note that train-
ing with motion-only labels only degrade the performance
further as the propagation length increases. In contrast, our
method shows no degradation, even while sampling labels
from [−10, 10].

4.5. Semantic Segmentation Benchmarks

Finally, we tabulate the state-of-the-art performance
achieved by our method on three semantic segmentation
benchmarks: NYU-V2, KITTI, and Cityscapes-test. As the
evaluation rules for KITTI and Cityscapes explicitly state
that the test-split should not be used for ablative study, we
only evaluate our final model, i.e. MSA-HrNet-OCR [35]
trained with warp-refine labels.
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Table 2: Comparison against state-of-the-art methods on the Cityscapes [11] test-split. All the methods reported here are trained with extra
data (i.e. pretraining on Mapillary dataset [28] and using coarse-labels). Our method is comparable to the current state-of-the-art models on
Cityscapes, attaining 0.1 mIoU more than the previous state-of-the-art method (Chen et al. [9]).
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mIoU

Zhu et al. [54] 98.8 87.8 94.2 64.1 65.0 72.4 79.0 82.8 94.2 74.0 96.1 88.2 75.4 96.5 78.8 94.0 91.6 73.8 79.0 83.5
Yuan et al. [48] 98.9 88.3 94.4 68.0 67.8 73.6 80.6 83.9 94.4 74.4 96.0 89.2 75.8 96.8 83.6 94.2 91.3 74.0 80.1 84.5
Tao et al. [35] 99.0 89.2 94.9 71.6 69.1 75.8 82.0 85.2 94.5 75.0 96.3 90.0 79.4 96.9 79.8 94.0 85.8 77.4 81.4 85.1
Chen et al. [9] 98.8 88.3 94.6 65.3 69.6 75.2 80.9 84.4 94.3 74.4 96.2 90.0 79.7 96.7 83.0 95.6 93.4 78.4 79.6 85.2

Ours 98.9 88.6 94.9 71.5 68.7 75.5 82.0 85.2 94.5 74.1 96.3 89.9 79.4 96.9 80.2 94.4 92.5 75.7 81.2 85.3

Table 3: Comparison against state-of-the-art methods on NYU-
V2 [27] test-split: Our model trained with warp-refine labels attains
a large jump of 1.8 in terms of mIoU.

Method pixel-acc mean-acc mIoU

TRL-ResNet50 [49] 76.2 56.3 46.4
MTI Net [37] 75.3 62.9 49.0
PAD-Net [46] 75.2 62.3 50.2
PAP-Net [50] 76.2 62.5 50.4

Ours 77.6 66.0 52.2

NYU-V2. We compare our model with the best reported
scores on the dataset in Table 3. Our method yields an im-
provement of 1.8 mIoU over the prior state-of-the-art, while
also attaining favorable statistics for the other metrics, no-
tably, an increase of 3.5% in class-wise mean pixel-accuracy
(mean-acc). Due to the semantic complexity of NYU-V2,
additional data is decisively beneficial. Specifically, long-tail
classes such as ‘Bag’, ‘White-board’ and ‘Shower-curtain’
yield an average benefit of 7.29 IoU over the baseline.
KITTI. We report our performance on the KITTI dataset in
Table 4. We show a significant increase over the previous
state-of-the-art. Specifically, we improve by a large margin
of 3.61 mIoU. To evaluate the benefits from warp-refine
labels, we trained our model without warp-refine labels,
and qualitatively compare the predictions on test-set images
(provided in the supplementary). Training with the proposed
warp-refine labels improves performance on classes such as
‘Truck’, which have only a few labeled examples in the 200
training images. We attribute the superior performance of
our method on this dataset to the fact that adding labeled data
is vastly beneficial due to the small size of this dataset. Note
that as in Zhu et al. [54], we use a pretrained Cityscapes
model for initialization, and estimate hyperparameters using
4-fold cross-validation on the train set.
Cityscapes-test. Finally, we explore the benefit of our
method on the Cityscapes dataset. As reported in Table 2,
our method yields an mIoU of 85.3, improving upon the
state-of-the-art by a small margin of 0.1 mIoU. We attribute
the small increase to the highly saturated performance of the
baseline model. Specifically, as label-propagation only la-

Table 4: Comparison against state-of-the-art methods on the
KITTI [1] test-split: Our model trained with warp-refine labels
improves over the prior work by a notable margin of 3.61 mIoU.

Class Category
Method mIoU iIoU mIoU iIoU

SegStereo [47] 59.10 28.00 81.31 60.26
AHiSS [25] 61.24 26.94 81.54 53.42
LDN2 [17] 63.51 28.31 85.34 59.07
MapillaryAI [5] 69.56 43.17 86.52 68.89
Zhu et al. [54] 72.83 48.68 88.99 75.26
Ours 76.44 50.92 89.63 73.69

bels the frames neighboring the annotated images, the utility
of these pseudo-labels diminishes as the performance of the
baseline model gets saturated. We present additional experi-
ments and results with (i) different backbone networks; and
(ii) different training regimes in the supplementary.

5. Conclusion
In this work, we propose a novel approach for video auto-

labeling: Warp-Refine Propagation, which combines geomet-
ric and semantic cues for label propagation. By leveraging
the concept of cycle-consistency across time, our method
learns to refine propagated labels in a semi-supervised set-
ting. With warp-refine, we can accurately propagate labels
for long time horizons (i.e. ±10 frames). Via a detailed ab-
lative analysis we show that warp-refine surpasses previous
auto-labeling methods by a notable margin of 13.1 mIoU
on ApolloScape. Further, labels generated from warp-refine
are shown to be useful for improving single-frame semantic-
segmentation models. By training semantic segmentation
models with warp-refine labels, we achieves state-of-the-art
performance on NYU-V2 (+1.8 mIoU), KITTI (+3.6 mIoU)
and Cityscapes (+0.1 mIoU). The optimal way to combine
the propagated labels with manual annotations as well as
weaker sources of supervision (i.e. coarse labels) remains
an unsolved problem, which we aim to address in our future
work.
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